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 Preface: 

   The destructive element of an earthquake for structures that has 

been recognized, is an effect of the acceleration value. But, from our view 

point, the value of the maximum acceleration gained from its seismogram 
is not the only important element usually for the structure. We can show 

the existence of most undesirable seismic waves having a small accelera-

tion value. As a matter of course, in final aseismic design of structures, 

it is necessary to determine the value of the lateral acceleration from some 

past earthquakes, but how much acceleration value we adopt for each 
structure must be determined according to the sort of factor in the seismic 

waves causing the destructive power. The seismic waves, as shown by 

the seismograms, are very complicated and mingled with many various 

and irregular waves, and we can observe in the seismograms, that the 

period of the waves from the acceleration record is shorter than that from 
the displacement record. Thus, as we can never foresee any seismic waves 

in the future, we must, in designing structures, select the seismic waves 

which are likely to happen and affect the structures most adversely from 

the seismogram records in the past. With respect to the present aseismic 

design considering the acceleration value only, it seems to us that there 
is no clear consideration about the seismic waves, on which the aseismic
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design must be based. So that, we are going to consider our hypothetical 

seismic waves, which involve all sorts of irregularity, and which are apt 

to happen and give the most dangerous damage to the structures. 

1. Unstationary Vibrations of the Skyscraper. 

   The absolute value of the seismic acceleration has not the most destruc 

tive effect on the structures. We consider now, remarking the irregularity 

of the seismic waves, the general vibrating state of the framed structures 

suffering a constant acceleration in a short time interval, by mathematical 

transaction. 

   As the fundamental equation necessary to analyse the vibration of the 

framed structures, we use the equation of the shearing vibration. And as 

the authors have often pointed  out')20), an important subject on the aseismic 

engineering is the consideration of a vibrating system in the unstationary 

state. So we give as a general fundamental equation the shearing 

 vibrations?) 

    S(x) 8Y Ox 8x {  OxP(x)  8x8Y —D(x) 8YPOt2—A(x) 82Y  —  —F(x,  t)           1' 
                                             (1.1)

then  S(x)  =  G(x) A(x) 

P(x)   

D(x)  

 P

   By using the Laplace  transformation 

Eq. (1.1). 

     t)=e-"E         ^Cov()  
                         tf,_ 

            wvitlerL)}i                2,_„XJ       v.,o0F(s, 

               4•0.()        +e-eti azlicos covtfo la(s)} 
 +  e-etZ ,sin oh,/0 la(s,               CovZ . 

            cov{a() It 

where  E=x/h,  S(x)=--  So6Z, P(x) 

 D(x)=DoaZ 

 ah,2 are Eigen function and Eigen value

A(x)  • 

F(x, t)

shearing stiffness. 

axial forces of framed structures by 
dead and live loads. 

damping coefficient distributing on 
structures. 

unit mass of structures. 

cross-sectional area of structures. 

generalized external force involving 
unstationary forces. 

 rmation we obtain the solution  (12) of 

tf 1P(s, 0 `6'v(s) ds-eet sin  co„(1—C)dC 
     {a(s)}i 

la(s)li  11/1(s),(s)ds 

 la(s)}  [N(s)  +  e  M(s)],,(s)ds  (1.2) 

P(x)  Poq(C),  A(x)  =  A,a(E),

of the next differential equation.
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 d  dco 11+8
22   E  a()+  w2  te2 a()co= 0 

and 

 p()  =  0()  A2  qZ,  A2  =  po/so, 02_PAO                                       So/h2 

    82 —  DoF—F  82                    =  Do 

                  _ 

 So/h2  ' Sol  h22/22pAo • 

 y(e, t)  1,=0 = m(e), at          t=o (1.3) 

   Now we consider the case, that the seismic acceleration acts on the 

structures in an infinitesimal time interval constantly. This is convenient 

to study the aseismic estimate of the present vibrating system, for the 

reason that the seismic waves are not steady waves but the waves with 

few same  periodo5), and another reason is that we want to know either 

the seismic acceleration value affects fatally to the vibrating state of 

structures or not. 

   When 0(t) is the displacement of the ground motion, and a is the 

value of seismic acceleration, regarding the initial condition  M()=-0, 

 N(E)=0 in (1.3), we conclude that we may  consider the first term only. 
   To  simplify the discussion,  (40=1 say. (the cross-sectional area is 

constant). 

 d20      V= mu- dt2(1.4) 

So that from Eq. (12) 

                                  d2 
 y(, t)---=—e-"EC9vZ °(s)ds XJori de0 eEssincov(t—C)dC (1.5) 

                            v=1

   d20         —a :  0<i<T. 

  d20  =0 :  t>z 
 dt2 

The acceleration acts as 

is its time interval. 

We may regard that a is 

is infinitesimal usually. S 

                        2 

  oh= kve 8  
     P 4 k1,2 

 cov(e)  =172- sii

Fig.

(1.6)

1, and  r

is great and  r 

So in Eq. (1.5),

sin  ke (1.7)

ci2f -RT2

 0

1- 1
Fig. 1.

 t
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 742=  oh2p2  ___  To  To=  826/2 

 14=  (2v-1)x/2  [p=1, 2, 3  (L8) 

and regarding 

 7;=27r/cov=27c/k' (14142 ) (1.9) 
we get the next equation, 

                 

, sinke   Xla  0< t�..s 
 y( e, t) = — 2e -"           .1 kvaI, t>r (1.10) 

where 

     alt=fd20eeC  sin  cov(t—C)dC 
           a/cov(1.11)         —

(s/cov)2 + 1 [e.sin oht—cos covt]  wi, 

        dv)       air—J
odt2  e sin  cov(t—C)dC 

 _a/co,,sincovt ref( e ) cos covr + sin covr e 
           (e/cov)2+1Lkcoywv 

          allOyCOSOht r )  sincoyr — cos «hal +1] (1.12) 
          (e/oh)2+1Lk 

To make the velocity of the ground motion is constant when the  action 

of the acceleration finished, we take the value of a, r as follows. 

             1.  a= 02g, r  =  0.5 sec. 

             2.  a=0.4g,  r  =0.25 sec. 

            3. a= 0.8g, r  =  0.125 sec. 

 g  : acceleration value of gravity. 

Then  ar= const. And when the natural period of the structures in the 

fundamental mode is 1 sec. and 2 sec., using the Eqs.  (1.10)—(1.12), we get 

Fig. 2 by the numerical computation. 

   In Fig. 2,  yi shows the displacement of the fundamental mode of 

vibration and  yo,  Ya, each shows the displacement of the first and the 

second mode of vibration respectively. From this, when the impluse 

 ar is constant, it is recognized that the vibrating state of the structures 

scarecely depends upon the time interval r, so that it depends upon the 

acceleration value a indirectly. And the vibrating modes of higher orders 

are, of course, apparent but they vanish earlier than the fundamental mode 

does, due to the damping. 

   Comparing the higher modes with the fundamental we can see also 

that the maximum displacements of higher modes diminish in the ratio
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              Fig. 2. Deformation at the top of the structure. 

of  1  to 1 1 1          33  ,  53  •  7' 

   In the next, comparing with the vibration of the structures, we con-

sider the ground motion, because we want to know the relation between 

the structural deformation and the ground motion. 

   Using Eq. (1.6), the ground displacement 0 is 

            0=-1rt2+Ct+D             2 

                                C,  D  : integral constant. 

   Substituting the initial condition, 

          0-0, d0  –0 when t= 0, we get             dt 

             1  0 =2  t2  0<t<r (1.13) 

 20 d0  
and when t>r,d–0,– const.= ar         tadt 

so 

 0= err (1--lr) (1.14)              2 

   From Fig. 2, looking for the time interval t at the first maximum
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displacement of the structures, and substituting this value to Eq. (1.14), we 

find the displacement of the ground motion. 

when  T1=1 sec. 

             1.  a=  0.2g,  r  =0.5 sec.  t=1/2 sec. 

           2.  a=  0.4g, r =  025 sec.  t=  3/8 sec. 

            3.  a=  0.8g,  r  =0.12,5 sec.  t=  5/16 sec. 

            1.  0=  ar(t-1/2r)  =  0.1g(0.5  —025)  =24.5 cm. 

           2.  0=  =  0.1g(0.375  —0.125)  =  24.5 cm. 

           3.  0= =  0.1g(0.3125 —0.0625) = 24.5 cm. 

When  T1=2 sec., we find the same tendency as before. That is, we may 

say as follows, in these cases, if we take the several values of a, the 

time at the maximum displacement of the structure is not equal, but an 

equivalent displacement of the ground motion is  equal. Since, we may 

conclude also that, seeing three curves in Fig. 2, the maximum displace-

ment increases when a becomes greater and r smaller, but a value of the 
displacement of the ground motion is quite equal at the corresponding 

maximum displacement and zero displacement of the structures. (Fig. 3). 

           Displacemant of the ground motion. 
                               (1) (2) (3) 

                                                        1.  a=02g  T=0.5  sec. 
 ao 2.  a  =0.4 g  T=0.25 sec. 
                                                        3. a=0.8g  T=0.125  sec. 

 20 

 cm   „.." 
 0  sec  Y2- 

             Fig. 3. Ground motion under the constant impulse.



2. Consideration of the destructive seismic waves. 

   In order to get a consideration about the more actual ground motion 

of earthquakes, we  radopt the action of waves having an acceleration 

as shown in Fig. 4(a). This corresponds with the velocity diagram 

Fig. 4(b), and with the displacement diagram Fig. 4 (c). Fig. 5 repre-

sents our hypothetical seismic wave and the seismic motion in simple 

harmonic manner. So irregular seismic waves may be substituted approxi-

mately for these hypothetical waves. Therefore, the period of the seismic 

motion corresponds to the time  interval 2T in Fig. 4(d). We consider now 

the wave, which finishes a definite ground displacement within a constant 

time interval T, and then study the vibrating state of structures, varying 

      cti6 
 61t21

 did
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 I_ T  I 
  (a) Acceleration. 
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t
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     Fig. 4.

        (f) 

Our hypothetical

Displacement. 

seismic waves.
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      0 

  4 

 Harmonic wave. 
  Hypothetical wave. 

         Fig. 5. Comparison of our hypothetical seismic wave with 
                 the seismic motion in simple harmonic manner. 

in acting acceleration value. That is to say, giving the absolute value of 

the acceleration a and its acting time interval r as Table 1. in order to 

make the displacement of the ground motion in Fig. 4(c) is constant, we 

get the displacement curves in Fig. 6 using Eqs.  (1.10)—(1.12). In Fig. 6, T 
is the semi-period of the ground motion,  Ti means the natural period of 

the structure in the fundamental mode, and the number of the curve corre-

sponds to the Table 1. 

                 (1)
,0, 
     10 

  o  A&  frAito: 

 ) 

               tr,2\Tv'''!-"F (3)3 4,wc.  -10  . 

 (a)  T=  I  sec.  T=  /sec. 

     cm 
 20,  y, 

                                  f.1) 

 t  

 0 
 2  3  4see, 

 -20. 

        (b)  '7;  =  2sec. T  =1  sec.
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 Y,

1. T=1 sec.

 f) 
Fig. 6.

   0.1   G =2g

Structural def 

mean velocity 

 2. T=2 sec.

No.

1 

2 

3

 a

 0.2g 

 0.4g x 2/3 

 0.8g  x  4/7

T sec.

0.5 

0.2 

0.125

ment of the

    Table. 

structures,

          3 4sec. 

 T  2  sec. 

 -uctural deformations under the constant 

 an velocity of the ground motion. 

 !. T=2 sec.  =  0.1g From Fig. 6, which is made 

No.  a  T sec. in order to make the mean 

 1 0.1g 1                     velocity of the ground mo- 
 2  0.2g  x 2/3 0.5 tion  zl/T costant, we can 
 3 0.4g x 4/7 0.25 see the relation between the 

 4  I0.8gx  8/15 0.125 
                   value of the acceleration a 

 1.                    and the ma
ximum displace-

and show this relation in Fig. 7.
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     al 
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 t.  60 
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 0 
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             — , 
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  —  —  —  (2.2) 

 (1.1) 
                                           (1.2) 

    0 
 1 2 3 4                                                      xo.y 

                                                Acceleration  value. 

 Fig. 7. Relation between the acceleration value and 
                   the maximum displacement of structures. 

   Then putting the above consequences together, we may conclude as 

 follows  : The deformation of the structures is greatest when the period 

of the ground motion approaches to the natural period of the structures in 

the fundamental mode, and the value of the acceleration has few effects 

upon the value of the structural deformation. Our hypothetical seismic 

motion coming into question should have a period coinciding with the 

natural period of the structures in the fundamental mode, and it is not 

important how great peak of acceleration the seismic waves have, but the 

displacement of the ground motion  d, which has finished within the interval 

of the semi-period T. In other words, the mean velocity of the ground 

motion  dIT prescribes the displacement of the structural deformation. 

According to this conclusion, we can prescribe the undesirable waves
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among the seismic waves, and furthermore if we study precisely into the 

waves having the same mean velocity of the ground motion, the distribu-

tion of the shearing stress in the structures shows some difference, although 

the quantity of the structural deformation is scarecely affected by the varia-

tion of a and  z. (Fig. 8). And the wave, in the case when the value of 

r is a quarter of the natural period of the structure in the fundamental 

mode, gives the most undesirable stress distribution. So, according to the

 T--=  sec 
Ti=lsec

-20

 T=  lxc 
 Ti  =4sec

 1_24  I (3)1'7"  
 0 20  -40 0  -00 0 

When the fundamental mode is maximum.

80

-20

Fig. 8

ii 1(3) . WI  VI  i ril  ,,,,.l,,,,
020 -40 0  do  -5'0 0  S 

 When the 1st higher mode is maximum. 

(a). Shearing stress distributions when T=1 sec.
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 wintlyz 

When the

 -40 0 40 

fundamental mode 

 t  xo

 is

 -80 0 

maximum.

 80

               (2)  II  pp  op(  14,  ii211(  1(3)  (ii  (211440,  
 -io  0  10  -10 0  40  -go 0  80 

                 When the 1st higher mode is maximum. 

           Fig. 8 (b). Shearing stress distribution when T=2 sec. 

above consideration, the most undesirable wave that affects the worst 

damage to the framed strtuctures has the period nearest to the natural 

period of the structures in the fundamental mode, and has the greatest 
displacement (Amplitude). This wave is once prescribed by the mean 

velocity of the ground motion, but we can say anew, among such prescribed 

wave by the equal mean velocity the wave having a maximum velocity 

affects the most undesirable damage to the structures (Fig. 9). Therefore, 

we conclude, as one of the authors, Ryo Tanabashi, maintained already in
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1937, in the  report'),  "  On the Resistance of Structures to Earthquake 

Shocks," we must lay great emphasis on the velocity of the earthquake 

as a measure of the destructive power of the seismic wave. In an aseismic 

design of structures, we must adopt the smaller acceleration value for the 

structure having the longer natural period. 

3. Adoption of K as the ratio d2f 

  of the lateral acceleration  dt2   T  Acc. Diagram. 

 l. 3 

   to gravity. 
 2  According to the consequence1 

of the above discussion, we a 

study further on the records of 0 

the Kwanto (S. E. Japan)  earth-  -

quake on Sept. 1, 1923, which 
was the greatest scale in the 

last half century, and select our 

hypothetical seismic waves  d.t. 

from the record6)7).Calculating2  dt 

the shearing stress distribution 3 

of structures suffered from this 

seismic wave, we can adopt the  0seismic wave, we can adopt the 

quantitative coefficient K from 

this great Kwanto earthquake. 

At the time of this earthquake 

the seismologists got the dis-

placement record at Tokyo Im-

perial University, Hongo, Tokyo, 

and succeeded in recording a 

wave with 8.86cm displacement 

and 1.35 sec. period in horizontal 

direction. Our old records of 

earthquake were all got from 

the displacement seismograph, 

and so we culculated the maxi-

mum acceleration of the seismic 

motion assuming it as a simple 

harmonic motion. Thus the ca

0

 1- T --1
Vel. Diagram.

 1,-  7- 

calculated

   Disp. Diagram. 

Fig. 9. Hypothetical seismic wave 

       having the max. velocity. 

 max. acceleration value is 959.62
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 mm/secs. The ratio of amplitude to period is 66.0, and the quantity 

proportional to the  "  maximum velocity  square  " is 4350. Among the 
seismogram records from the year 1890 to 1930, this calculated max. ac-

celeration is not greatest but the damage of structures and the value propor-

tional to the  "  max. velocity  square  " are maximum respectively. 

Now  4  =  8.86 cm as the displacement of the ground motion and 

 2T=1.35 sec. say, we get the mean velocity of the ground motion 

 V.=4/T=.13.125 cm/sec. 

   Our hypothetical ground motion on the structures having T1 sec. period 

in the fundamental mode is the wave which has the mean velocity  V., 

and its period coincides to the time  T1. And among the waves which 

have the same mean velocity of the ground motion the condition of the 

wave having a max. velocity is  r=  T—   4 

So the amplitude of our hypothetical wave  di is 

 41=-2x-1ar2=V.xT  (31) 

         .".  a(  ) — V.X 
 4 2 

                        8 V.    .*.(32) 

Eq. (32) shows  aTi= const. That is to say, in final asismic design of 

structures, if we fix the standard of the acceleration for unit period, we 

may take half an acceleration value for the structures having twice period. 

Therefore from Eq. (32), we can determine the acceleration value of our 

hypothetical waves for structures having each natural period in the funda-

mental mode 1 sec, 2 sec or 4 sec. This result is as follows.

T1=1 sec.

 T1=2 sec.

T1=4 sec.

Calculating the  vibrating 

hypothetical waves  with

 a—  8  x  13.125   =105  cm/sec2      1 

 =0.107g 

 a—  8X123.125   =52.5  cm/sec' 

 =  0.0535g 

 a=  8 x13'125   =  2625  cm/sec2      4 

 =  0.02676g 

 ng state of structures suffered 

 th the acceleration values  a g

 Ki the 

gained

(3.3)

actions  of our 

from Eq. (3.3),
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we get Fig. 10(a), (b). Fig. 10(a) shows the case the hypothetical waves 

act on the structures at the interval of semi-period T, and Fig. 10(b) shows 

another case the waves act at one period 2 T. It is a matter of course to in-

crease the structural deformation when our hypothetical wave acts continue-

ously, because we adopt the wave resonated with the period of the structure. 

However, studying the seismogram records, we can notice that the seismic 

waves are unstationary and mingled with the waves having various ampli-

tude and period usually, and the wave with maximum amplitude and same 

period appears only once, so that we need not to fear for the so-called 
resonance  pheriomena. In accordance with the curves of Fig. 10, we can 

calculated the shearing stress distribution of the structures when the 

structural deformation is maximum. Comparing this result with the shear-

ing stress distribution calculated by the static lateral load which is 

determined in the present aseismic design code adopting  K=02 as the ratio

cm 

 3- 

 0

-5

 /0

5 

 o

-5 

 -fo

 20

10

0

 10

 -20

4  sec

4  sec

 t

(a) When the hypothetical waves act at 

    the interval of semi-period T.
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   cm 

 A  Ai  -my  ,v  2V 3  4  sec 
 -10 Tifsec. 

 10 

 0 
         2 3  4sec. 

    -10 

                                                 2sec. 

                (b) When the hypothetical waves adt at 
                      one period 2T. 

     Fig. 10. Structural deformations calculated by the mean velocity of the 
             ground motion from the records of the  Kwant6 earthquake. 

of the lateral force to gravity, we get Fig. 11(a), (b).  Fig. 11 shows that 

 =  1  sec.  77= 2sec.  T=  4sec.  t  
t0  t  10  t 

11 
    0 5 -10 0  10  -20  0  20 

                (a) When the hypothetical waves act at 
                     the interval of semi-period T.
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 T  =  2  sec.

 y,

 05

 ZO

N

Y2

 -5 0 5 -/0 0  10 

          (b) When the hypothetical waves act at one period 2T. 

         Fig. 11. Shearing stress distributions of the structures when 
                  the structural deformation is maximum. 

  shearing stress distribution calculated by the static lateral load . 

the base shear in the vibrating state is smaller than that in the statical 

state. Therefore, in the process of establishing our  final aseismic design, 

we take the lateral load distribution in statically to make the shearing 

stress distribution as shown in Fig. 11. This result is as Fig . 12, and so 

it is recognized that the statical load distribution varies according to  "  sine 

 mode  " in the vertical direction. 

 7;  =  Ise  c .— 2 sec. .  77=  4sec . . _

 -S 

(a)

  0 

When the hypothetical

 -/0 0 10 

waves act at the interval

 4sec.
 10

 79.60

 /

 (

-20

of

   0 

 semi-period

20 

 T.
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 77  =  1  sec,.  t
 /0

 Y2\
 a5

 7'

 497

 0

 T-2sec.
 10

 X

 19.87

Y2 '
a5

/
/

-20  -10 0  19 20

          (b) When the hypothetical waves act at one period 2T. 

         Fig. 12. Lateral load distribution in statically to make the 
                 Shearing stress distribution as shown in Fig. 11. 

  Lateral load distribution by the current code of Japan. 

   Thus, summarizing above all discussions, we may conclude as  follows  : 

When we design a structure with the natural period T1, we should take 

the value of K the ratio of the lateral acceleration to  gravity—from 

the records of the great Kwanto earthquake as Eq. (3.4). 

          0.2nx  K = sin–K .sinnx (3.4)          2h2h 

Eq. (3.4) means that we may give a smaller lateral force distribution for 

the structures having the longer natural period, but we must adopt very 

great value of K, on the contrary, for the rigid structures having the short 
natural period. However, it proves to be apparent from the principle of 

the acceleration seismograph that the seismic acceleration value acts a 

leading role now for the deformation of the structures having the short 

period. 
   In recent years, the Aseismic Property Testing Committee of Japan 

made an experiment on the ultimate state of a full scale building under 
the large vibration as in the event of precedented earthquakes, and found 
a fact that the period of a structure increases about twice under the large 
vibration compared with the small vibration. We can see that the maxi-
mum seismic acceleration in seismogram records reaches nearly  0.4g--0.5g, 

and so it is unanimous to select  K=  0.5 sin 7rx as the maximum ratio of                            2h 

lateral acceleration to gravity for buildings. Therefore the relation between
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the natural period T1 

in Fis. 13. And the 

f and the ratio K1 is

Ki

 05

of structures and the ratio  KI. in Eq. (3.4) 

relation between the natural frequency of 

also shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 13.

is shown 

structures

.. 

123 sec.  T 
Relation between the natural period T1 and the ratio  K1.

 frenoci 

  Fig. 14.

(1)  rop  (0.33) 

Relation  between the natural frequency of structures 

f and the ratio  K1.

f tsec
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   In the year 1951, the Joint Committee of San Francisco, California 

Section, ASCE, was unanimous in its selection of  C=0.06 as the maximum 

base coefficient for buildings and  C=0.02 as the minimum base coefficient 

based on engineering judgement and  experience  .9 This base coefficient C 

corresponds to our ratio K in essentially, but this value of C is so small 

as compared with our K and lateral force acceleration in the current 

aseismic design code of Japan. It seems to be brought  through, the differ-

ence between the precedented earthquakes' scale in Japan and that in 

America. 

   On the determination of a building period, it is not a clear method to 

decide merely by the width and the height of the building as the Joint 

Committee of San Francisco. It is recognized that the period from this 

method is not coincides with the experimental period of many buildings. 

Therefore we recognized, for instance, the Lord Rayleigh's approximately 

calculating method much better, which decides the building period by 

computing the deformation of the building under the current design code. 

   In addition of the argument, we must consider the effects of the elas-

ticity of ground etc. Studying these problems would be our new theme. 

 Appendix  : 

General Solution of the Equation of Shearing Vibrations 

   In Section 1 we gave the equation of the shearing vibrations (1.1) in 

order to analyse a vibrating system in the  unstationary state, and obtained 

the solution Eq.  (12) by using the Laplace transformation. In this  ap-

pendix a rigorous proof of the above computation is given as follows. 
  8  5  

  8x 1S(x) Ox OxO82y  1.1.(x)-Y— D(x) at' —  p  A(x) 81— —F(x, t) 

                                                              2 

 (1.I) 

In Eq. (1.1) we introduce a new variable  E, by  =-x/h to make the equation 

dimensionless. Where h is the height of the structure. This result is 

   1 8 IQ1 8y1  8 1p,iln 1ay7-) ,rn8y 
 T2- n  hh oEnat 

    a\r  —  —F(e, t) (2)               8t2 

in which  S(x)=  So  6(e),  P(x)=  Po  q(e), 

 A(x)=  Ao  a(e),  D(x)=Do  aZ.
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By taking new constants and variables 22= Po/So, 82- D°                                               S
o/h2 ' 

142- efi°12, and 0(e)-A2q(e)-p(E), soF/h2. 
Eq. (2) is transformed into Eq. (3). 

      8  {p(e)  8Y  / -82 a(E)aY p2a(e)  82Y - —PKE, (3) 
  0$ OE at at2 

Considering that the function xe, t) converges in exponential mode when 

the time t increases, we transform the function y(e, t) into u(E, t) as 

        y(e, t)=e-etu(E, t) (4) 

             6= 1  82 Do in which                  2 
/42 2pAo 

Then we get Eq. (5) 

 tp($)  807 }±ale)u—tea($ au =-f(E, t) (5)                                at2 

where a(6)- 8; e a(), e-et FV$, t)=-1(E, t)- 
Now we apply the Laplace transformation into Eq. (5) and define the rela-

tions ly(E, t)lt-0=W), :  „0=N(E) as the initial conditions, then the 
initial conditions about u become 

               t)It=0=W), 607 „o=N(e)d-eW). 
Then we get Eq. (6) as the transformed equation of Eq. (5). 

   d d72            ) }±a(e)v—p2a(e)s2 72= -0(E, s) (6) 
where 72(E

, s)=, e-stu(E, t)dt 

       c17(e, s)=.10' cstf(E, t)dt 
       OC$, s)= s)+s,u2 aMM(E)+ p2 cz(t)IN($)+ eM(E)) (7) 

In Eq. (6), if we adopt a function GW, z) as the Green's function of 

       d t.P() ch2 +ce()7T-=0 (8) 
Eq. (6) is shown by the following integral equation (9). 

     72(e)=.101G, z)0(z, s)ds - s2 fo a(z)72(z)G(e., z)dz (9) 
Providing v*(e)={,u2a()}11.72(), Eq. (9) is transformed as follows. 

     72*(e)= fo 1 KK e z) 0(z, s)  dz z)72*(z)dz (10)                     {,u2a(z)},
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If we take a function  H(, s) determined by 

 H(, s)= fl K (e,z)  0(z, s),dz. 
                   {p2a(z) }2 

Eq. (10) is shown as Eq. (11) and  K(, z) means a symmetric kernel  in the 

theory of Integral equations. i. e.  K(,  z)  =  {,u2a(e)}1{,a2a(z)}/G(e, z) 

 72*()  =  H(, s) —s2f 1KC  z)v*(z)dz (11) 
Eq. (11) is usually called the Fredholm's integral equation of the 2nd kind, 

and its solution is shown by E. Schmidt. 

                     s2         77*(0 =1/(e,  s)  — ovE2-FsaCov(E)H*(s) (12) 
            v=i 

where 

 H*(s)  =  fol  11(z,  s)yo,(z)dz (13) 
In Eq. (12),  gov,(0v2 means respectively  -the Eigen function and the Eigen 

value of the homogeneous integral equation (14)  corresponding. to Eq. (11). 

 Vv(e)=  wa  f  1K(,  z)Cov(z)dz (14) 
Eq. (14) corresponds to its identical differential equation 

 d   tArn 
d82 ea(),v+,02  p2 a(nv=43 (15).   dee2 

We have now to transform Eq. (12) by Mellin's inversion theorem 

 u(,  1)= 21fa7e,s)eds=L--1{72a, s)}(16) 
               ri 

So that 

 s)}=L-1  [(p2  a(s)  }1.7a, s)] =  {le  aM}Izt(e, t) (17) 

By using Eq. (12) we can show the next relations 

 L-1{72*e,^)}=L-1{H(e,^)}—L-11i  (0,s2+2s2.H*(s)}q„(e)=1,11—         v-i 
(18) 

  Li-1= L-1ffx)4)(z'dz}fz)L-1[(1)(z' s),ldz 
              { p2a(z)}2-{,a2a(z)r. 

     ___Ego,()fif0iK(zi, z)L-1r 4)(2's)Cov(zi`dzi dz                        L  {,a2a(z)} 

 =z,v(e)  r  0(z, s)                gov(z)dz (19) 
 volL{ ,u2a(z)}i 

From Eq. (13) 

 H*(s)  = fH(2, s)vv(z)dz=foi0fi K(z4  zi) 0(z,s),yo,,(21)dz  dz. (20) 
                                  {,u2a(z)1/
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From Eq. (14) 

         K(2, zi)V(zi)dzi  —  q'va)  
 w  v2 

So 

 ii*w_   1   ri (1)(z,s) co(z)dz (21) 
 Wj(1  {p2a(z)}t 

And from Eq. (18) we get 

       Li; =L-1 2 +sz11-*(s)?(t) 

             Cov(e)r1L-,r s2  0(z, s)  
               cov2 Jo0),2 F p2a(z)li  jvv(z)dz 

        = v(c°) f1  L-1  r ovcz, s}, lco,(z)dz 
                wvz'1°{ ,u2a(z 

 co,( C) [oh 0(z, s)  
                                         gov(z)dz (22)  WI,JO+ S2{gEa(z)}11 

Thus, from Eqs. (7), (18), (19) and (22) we get the next equation. 

  a' a}/u(6 t)=-C°4P fLr1[co,  0(z,  s)                                                       co,(z'dz                  °wv`+p2a(z)}i1• 

            _Z  Cv(t) [(0,131 [sinco,t* .f (z,t)]   coy(z)dz  
         v=1 WI,  4  Pzez(z)1/ 

              +  oh2f cos  oht{/22 a(z)  }i  M(z)v,(z)dz 

 +  co,  f  sin  wvt{,u2a(z)}  IN(z)+  EM(z)}q),(z)dz  I (23) 
So that, we reach the equation (24) 

 y(,  t)=  e-oE  C°"()  ft fiF(s, C) C°?(s)  ds •esin(t—C)dC  v=1covigia(e)°°  ia(z)F 

 + vv(e),coscovtfl{ a(s)}i M(s)cov(s)ds 
 v-1 ia()Is 

     +e-e' V4e),sin 0414 a(s) N(s)  + EM(s)}c9v(s)ds (24) 
 v-1o),t{a()}1 

Eq. (24) is same as Eq. (1.2) in Section 1, and this completes the explana-

tion of the general solution of the equation of shearing vibrations. 

   This proof was already shown in 1947 by one of the authors, Takuzi 

Kobori (Suzuki is his former name), in the  report2) "General Solutions 

and Several Examples on the Unstationary Vibrations of Structures."
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